ABSTRACT In this paper, an extreme learning machine (ELM)-based improved layered ensemble architecture (EILEA) for time series forecasting is proposed. Compared with multilayer perceptron (MLP)-based layered ensemble architecture (named LEA), our proposed structure has improved in two aspects. First of all, we proposed an inflection point estimation-based density peaks clustering algorithm to replace Kmeans algorithm used by LEA, which can automatically determine the number of clusters without the influence of the choice of initial cluster centers on the clustering results. Second, EILEA employs ELM as individual learners, taking advantage of its high learning speed to greatly improve the prediction speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A time series is a random and interrelated dynamic data sequence that changes over time [1] . Time series forecasting(TSF) is the use of a model or a technique to predict the future values of the time series based on observed values [2] . In recent years, TSF has been widely used in many application areas such as communications, finance, energy and so on [2] - [4] .
In the past few decades, a large number of time series prediction models and methods have been proposed. Classical prediction methods are mainly relying on linear statistical models and their improved models such as ARIMA model [5] , ARCH model [6] , GARCH model [7] . However, time series tend to be characterized by nonlinear and nonstationary [8] . Therefore, nonlinear models are more reasonable choices. The artificial neural network has strong ability of nonlinear fitting, which makes it become one of the hot topics in the nonlinear time series forecasting problem. The neural network algorithms such as BP [9] , RBF [10] and SVM [11] provide a powerful tool for the prediction of nonlinear time series. But many time series
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in real-world are so complexity and diversity that a single system cannot deal with it alone [12] . Also, the prediction of the diversity problem is limited by the single nonlinear model, resulting in poor generalization performance of the model [13] .
In order to improve the generalization performance of the model, there have been some attempts in developing neural network ensembles for time series forecasting problems. A ensemble brings together several individual networks (basic learners) to improve the generalization performance of the learning system [14] . The main issue with the ensemble approaches is to consider the accuracy and diversity of the individual networks used to build the ensemble. Both theory [15] and empirical research [16] have proved that the generalization performance of an ensemble depends to a large extent on the accuracy and diversity among the networks. Unfortunately, existing ensemble algorithms consider only accuracy or diversity but not both to solve TSF problems, for example: Yan [17] proposed an ensemble network which using RNN as a base learner, and selects appropriate input delay and propagation factors by experimental method, without considering the diversity of models. Zhang and Berardi [18] combine individual networks based on different structures to construct an ensemble, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ which ensures the diversity of the ensemble but ignores the accuracy. And most of existing ensemble networks with similar drawbacks. Aiming at these drawbacks, Rahman et al. [19] proposed a layered ensemble architecture(LEA) based on multilayer perceptron(MLP) network, which considers both accuracy and diversity of basic learners when constructing an ensemble. But there are several shortcomings associated with the LEA proposed by Rahman: (1) It is necessary to set the K value in K-means algorithm used by LEA; (2) The K-means algorithm is extremely sensitive to the selection of the initial cluster centers; (3) MLP network is easy to fall into local optimum rather than global optimal; (4) The convergence speed of MLP network is slow which means we need more time to train networks. All of these mentioned above greatly affect LEA's application in practice.
The density peak clustering algorithm (DPC algorithm) is a novel clustering algorithm published in Science in 2014 [20] , which has received extensive attention since its presentation. The algorithm does not need to specify the cluster number of clusters in advance and could identify some sample points with complex distribution. It has achieved good experimental results in face recognition. But the DPC algorithm needs to manually select the cluster centers.
To deal with this problem, we propose an inflection point estimation based density peak clustering algorithm, named as IDPC, which can determine the cluster number and cluster centers autonomously.
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [21] , a learning algorithm for single hidden layer feed-forward neural network. Compared with traditional BP algorithm, ELM has the advantages of faster training speed and less adjustment parameters. Rather than training weights, the ELM network randomly generates its input weights and thresholds, resulting in poor prediction and instability. Therefore, this kind of weak learner is well suited as the basic predictors of an ensemble network [22] . Such an ensemble using ELM as base learners would takes the advantages of faster training speed and less adjustment parameters.
In this paper, the inflection point estimation based density peak clustering algorithm and extreme learning machine have been employed by the layered ensemble architecture. And then a ELM based improved layered ensemble architecture, named as EILEA, is proposed. In our EILEA, K-means algorithm is replaced by IDPC algorithm to reduce manual participation. At the same time, ELM is used as basic learner to improve the performance of individual learners in the ensemble network, thereby improving the performance of the entire layered ensemble.
II. EXTREME LEARN MACHINE(ELM)
The extreme learning machine (ELM) randomly generates the input weights and bias of the hidden layer, and obtains the optimal output weights through matrix calculation. While the traditional algorithm based on gradient descent is to complete the network training task by iteratively adjusting the network weights. It has been proved theoretically that the random acquisition of the hidden layer node parameters of the single hidden layer neural network does not affect the convergence ability of the network, and the network can still complete the learning and approximate any continuous system [23] .
For N arbitrary distinct samples (x i , t i ), where
∈ R m , i = 1, 2, · · · , N , the ELM with K hidden nodes are mathematically modeled as
where
is the weight vector connecting the jth hidden node to the input nodes, b j is the threshold of the jth hidden node,
is the weight vector connecting the jth hidden node to the output nodes and g(·) is the activation function of the hidden nodes.
If there exist β j , a j and b j which will enable a gaven ELM with K hidden nodes and activation function g(·) to approximate these N samples with zero error means that
. . .
H is the hidden layer output matrix of the neural network. According to [21] , the smallest norm least-squares solution of the above linear system iŝ
The ELM algorithm is as follows:
III. INFLECTION POINT ESTIMATION BASED DENSITY PEAK CLUSTERING ALGORITHM(IDPC)
The uniqueness of the Density Peak Clustering algorithm (DPC) [20] lies in the determination of the cluster centers. The work points out that the cluster centers featured by the following two characteristics: 1. The cluster centers are surrounded by neighbors with lower local density; 2. The cluster centers are at a relatively large distance from any points with a higher local density. Rodriguez and Laio characterize each data point i with two parameters: its local density and its distance from points with higher density. Both these quantities depend only on the distances d ij between data points. The local density of data point i is defined as
where d c is the cutoff distance and χ(x) = 1,
The distance of data point i is measured by computing the minimum distance between the point i and any other point with higher density:
where d ij is the distances between data points i and j. For the point with the highest density,
According to the two features of the cluster centers, a data point with anomalously large values of ρ and δ will be recognized as a cluster center. Figure 1B shows the plot of δ i as a function of ρ i for each point, we named this representation the decision graph. It is obvious that the cluster centers with large δ i and ρ i will be distributed at the upper right of the decision graph, and we can select the cluster centers by manually box data points in the upper right corner of the decision graph.
After finding the cluster centers, the clustering problem will transformed into a easier classification problem.
And then each remaining point is assigned to the same cluster as its nearest neighbor of higher density. Therefore, the algorithm does not need to specify the cluster number K of clusters in advance but to manually select the cluster centers on the decision graph.
In order to solve this problem, we propose an inflection point estimation based density peak clustering algorithm (IDPC), which can determine the cluster number and cluster centers autonomously. The specific ideas are as follows:
We introduce a new decision variable γ i = ρ i · δ i . For the data point i, the larger γ i is, the more likely it is to be a cluster center. After sorted{γ i } in descending order, we draw a new decision graph of γ i , refer to Figure 1C . This graph shows that the slope changes sharply at the inflection point, thus the cluster centers (the points in front of the inflection point) can be determined by finding the knee of the curve. For this purpose, we used two lines to fit to the decision points separately on the left and right sides.
Consider a decision graph of γ i where the x-axis varies from 1 to m and m is the total number of decision points. Let L k be the left sequences of decision points divided at x = k and R k be the right ones; that is, L k contains points with x = 1 . . . k, and R k contains points with x = k + 1 . . . m, where k = 2 . . . m-1. We defines the total error cost function as (8) , when the knee at x = k:
where RMSE(L k ) and RMSE(R k ) are the root mean square errors of the best fit lines of the L k and R k , respectively. We seek the value of k, k , to minimize the RMSE k . In order to find the knee of the curve, an iterative method is adopted. For each iteration, k was set to 2 initially and increased sequentially until k = m − 1. The total error RMSE k will be calculated for each k, and then the k with the smallest RMSE k will be recognized as a inflection point k . After each iteration, value of m will be updated by setting m = 2 k , and the above steps will be repeated until the value of k no longer changes.
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IV. ELM-BASED IMPROVED LAYERED ENSEMBLE ARCHITECTURE (EIELM)
Zhou [24] pointed out that for an ensemble network with good generalization performance, diversity and accurate individual learners need to be generated. To this end, EILEA trains base networks with different training sets generated by applying a bootstrapped resampling technique, that is bagging, to maintain the diversity among the networks. And the sensitivity of each single learner to noise is defined in the model selection and combination algorithm, refer to Algorithm 2, serving as a means to evaluate the differences between the base learners. The verification set is used to calculate the sensitivity of each base learner and then clustering algorithm is used to cluster the base learners according to the sensitivity to maximize the gap of sensitivity between different types of base learners. And then the base predictor with the most accuracy in each cluster will be selected to construct an ensemble. By employing this cluster based model selection and combination algorithm, EILEA meets the requirements of accuracy and diversity for individual learners in ensemble learning, thereby improving the generalization performance of the model. For any time series, the information available for forecasting is only the past values of the series. Therefore, it is necessary to find an appropriate number of historical values, termed lag, to predict [17] , [19] . For this reason, EILEA consists of two layers of ensemble, each of which constructed by several ELM networks following the above rules. The first layer, specifically, tries to find an optimal lag, while the second layer employs the obtained lag to complete the prediction task.
The detailed construction steps of EILEA presented in this paper are described as follows:
1) Preprocess time series data for processing outliers, handling missing values, and standardizing.
2) Divide data into modeling dataset and test dataset based on forecasting requirements.
3) Build the first ensemble layer: a) Define the scale of the ELM ensemble network, τ , which should satisfy the condition of equation (9) where l max is the maximum lag of the time series. for example, l max can be 12 for a monthly time series;
c) Generate τ sets of training data D i tr and verification data V i according to l i , wherein the verification set is generated by the set-out method, and the last 20% of the modeling data is taken; d) Define the structure of each ELM network i: the number of nodes in input layer and hidden layer is l i , while the number of nodes in output layer is one, with the activation function as a Sigmoid function; e) Train each ELM network i using the algorithm 1 on training set; f) Calculate the symmetric mean absolute percentage error (sMAPE) of each ELM network on the verification set, where Y (p) andŶ (p) are respectively the actual output and predicted output on the pth sample;
g) Obtain the first layer output, lag, using the model selection and combination algorithm, refer to Algorithm 2. 4) Build the second ensemble layer: a) Establish an ELM ensemble network of the same size as the first layer; b) Generate a training data set D tr and a verification set V according to lag; c) Generate a τ -groups sampling set D i tr by resampling the training data set D tr , using bagging algorithm; d) Define the network structure of each ELM network i: the number of input layer and hidden layer nodes is lag, while the number of nodes in output layer is one, with the activation function as a Sigmoid function; e) Train each ELM network i on the sample set D i tr ; f) Calculate the sMAPE of each ELM network on the verification set V ; g) Obtain the ensemble output by applying Algorithm 2 on the trained networks to get the final predicted value.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
In our experiment, we chooses the Neural Network 3 Competition (NN3) dataset [25] used in [19] as comparative experiments data. This section begins with a brief introduction to 97830 VOLUME 7, 2019
Algorithm 2 Model Selection and Combination Algorithm
Input: number of individual learners τ , verification set V , sMAPE. 1: for i = 1 to τ do 2: Calculate the sensitivity S i * of each ELM network using the verification set V ;
13: end if
* Sensitivity S i : Firstly, calculate the output of the trained network on the verification set. Secondly, noise is added to the verification set, which is randomly generated by the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one. And then sMAPE on this noise-added set will be calculated. Finally, take the average difference of the output and define it as the sensitivity of the network:
the evaluation criteria used in the experiments and the preprocessing of the data, followed by a comparative experiment. NN3 dataset is a common data set used by the International Neural Network and Computational Intelligence Forecasting Contest, and was provided by the International Institute of Forecasters(IIF). NN3 dataset contains 111 month time series. This set and its subset (11 time series) are composed of seasonal and non-seasonal patterns. We consider only the complete data set here. These 111 series can be divided into two types due to the length of data, among which there are 50 short time series (No. 1-50) and 61 long time series (No. 51-111). we need to predict the last 18 points of each time series.
The experimental operating environment was: Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz; 4.00GB RAM; Windows 7(x64); MATLAB R2016a.
A. PERFORMANCE MEASURE
This paper takes sMAPE and MASE as the evaluation for forecasting accuracy. sMAPE is featured by scale independence which is suitable for comparing different methods among different series, and has been used as the official evaluation index of NN3 forecasting competition [25] .
B. DATA PREPROCESSING
Preprocessing of the original data includes processing outliers, handling missing values, and standardizing. In this work, we follow the outlier detection mechanism proposed in [17] : if the absolute value of the data point is four times over the absolute median of three consecutive points before and after the point, it will be considered as an outlier. And then its value will be substituted by the average of the two points immediately before and after it, that is, if
In order to deal with missing values in the original data, the gap elimination strategy proposed in [26] is used in this work: If the data point x i is missing in a series, then set
C. RESULTS
As NN3 data is generated monthly, it is reasonable to set l max to 12. According to Eq.(9) there are τ ≥ 38. Equation (9), however, only defines the minimum of the ensemble size τ to guarantees each l i would be selected once probabilistically. Therefore we need τ to be a little larger. At the same time, for the sake of simplicity and comparison with the LEA proposed in [19] , this paper sets τ = 50, and keeps the number of hidden nodes same as the number of input nodes. Table 1 shows the comparison of prediction results among EILEA, LEA and Bagging. From these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
In spite of the average sMAPE and MASE for the short time series of EILEA proposed in this paper is 13.886 and 0.900, which is slightly inferior to LEA's 13.599 and 0.755, when it comes to the long time series EILEA is found significantly superior than LEA and basic bagging. For example, the average sMAPE achieved by LEA and basic bagging is 15.357 and 16.766, whereas it achieved by EILEA is 13.588. According to the last two rows of Table 1 , EILEA performs better than LEA for the overall 111 time series.
It can be observed from Figure 3 -4 that EILEA is better than LEA and basic bagging for different forecast horizons in general. It is also observed that in several occasions the average sMAPE of EILEA, LEA and basic bagging increases with increasing forecast horizons. Although the effect of forecast horizon presented in Figure 3 -4 is based on average sMAPE, a very similar effect can be observed based on MASE.
In the comparison of time efficiency, refer to Table 2 , the time cost of LEA to complete the prediction task is about 70 times and 170 times that of EILEA for the short and long data separately. For example, the average forecasting time of LEA is 46.1879 seconds for short data and 120.6892 seconds for long data, while it is 0.6557 seconds and 0.6916 seconds for EILEA, respectively. Combined with observed clearly that EILEA uses less time to finish the same task than LEA with an improvement in prediction accuracy, which is consistent with our expectation of the algorithm.
D. BIAS-VARIANCE-COVARIANCE DECOMPOSITION
In order to analyze the improvement of EILEA's prediction performance, we employ the bias-variance-covariance decomposition [27] , [28] , which has been widely used to analysis the performance of ensembles, to analyze the ensemble generated by EILEA, LEA and Bagging.
Bias-variance-covariance decomposition: The mean square error E mse of an ensemble network can be decomposed into bais (E bias ), variances (E var ), and covariances (E cov ), which can be expressed as
Aiming at achieving a good performance, according to the equation above, the bias, variance and covariance should be small. Let the entire ensemble and network i represent the average output of the nth pattern in the testing set withŶ (n) andŶ i (n), respectively. These outputs can be expressed aŝ
whereŶ (k) (n) andŶ 
where Y (n) is the actual output of the nth pattern and N is the total number of patterns in the testing set
E mas can also be defined as
To obtain the bias, variance and covariance of the ensemble, we follow the experimental method proposed in [28] . According to [28] , the ensemble should be simulated several times (say 25 times). Among different simulations, the only difference is the data set used to train the network. Since the NN3 competition [25] contains a large number of time series, we select one time series in each of two different types, that is, series numbers 2 and 110 represent short and long data, respectively. It should be noted that similar results can be obtained for other series. Table 3 summarizes the average results of the biasvariance-covariance decomposition for EILEA, LEA, and basic bagging. It can be observed from the table, EILEA provides less bias than LEA and basic bagging. Therefore, the effectiveness of employing ELM as a base learner and replacement of K-means by IDPC is obvious. In most cases, EILEA and LEA have no significant differences in the variance and covariance, while LEA provides a less variances and covariances than EILEA.
E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
This section presents a brief comparison in computational complexity between the two learning algorithms using by EILEA and LEA: ELM algorithm and LM algorithm [29] . Figure 5 shows the architectural graph of the base learners: For the LM algorithm, the error is
where e i (w)
N is the error of the ith sample, and the output of the ith sample is
T is a vector of weights and thresholds. The the adjusting value of each iteration for weight-threshold vector is (21) where I is the unit matrix, µ is the learning rate and J(w) is the Jacobian matrix. For the purpose of comparing with the ELM algorithm, the Gauss-Newton method [30] will be analyzed firstly, and then the relationship between the LM algorithm and the Gauss-Newton method is used to compare the computational complexity between the ELM algorithm and the LM algorithm. In each iteration of the Gauss-Newton method, the adjustment of the weight vector w is
which can expanded as
Comparing Eq. (22) with Eq. (5), it can be found that there are the same operational structure in both equations, in particular, J(w) corresponding to H and e(w) corresponding to T . Furthermore, comparing Eq. (25) with Eq.(3), it is clear that the opposite of the elements in H can be seen as a part of the J(w), and the computational complexity of the g(·) in these two is basically the same, as illustrated in Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) . In addition, the remainder of J(w) need to calculate the derivative of the activation function, leading to a higher computational complexity; meanwhile the computational complexity of e(w) would not be lower than T , as formulated in Eq. (23) . The LM algorithm is a modified Gauss-Newton method. It has one more term, that is µI as shown in Eq. (19) , in the weight adjustment formula than Gauss-Newton method, thus adding K(K + 2) more additions and multiplications in the calculation process. Therefore, with the same number of hidden nodes, the calculation of weight adjustment in the LM algorithm is more complex than a round of matrix calculation by ELM algorithm.
g mlp (net) = 2 1 + e −2net − 1 (27) The effect of the number of hidden nodes K on the computational complexity will discussed below. At the first layer of these two architectures, the number of hidden nodes K elm1 and K mlp1 complied to the same distribution. The number of hidden nodes K elm2 and K mlp2 in the second layer depends on the optimal lag for each time series, which related to the features of the time series itself, and thus there is not significant different between K elm2 and K mlp2 for the same time series.
Next, we will analyze the impact of number of iterations on computational complexity. LM algorithm is a classical iterative solution method. While ELM algorithm only needs one round of matrix calculation to finish the training of the networks. EILEA contains of two layers of ELM ensemble, and the number of ELM in each layer is set to 50. For the LM algorithm, the number of iterations of each network is directly related to the initial state of the network, and it can't be calculated directly. Based on this, a rough estimate of the number of iterations can be made by experiments. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the mean value of the iterations at first and second layers on the long and short data. A comparative analysis of the computational complexity between the two algorithms described above reveals that the computational complexity of the LEA is higher than that of EILEA proposed in this paper.
VI. VALIDATION OF IDPC
In order to verify the validity of the inflection point estimation based density peak clustering algorithm(IDPC) proposed in this work, a numerical contrast simulation between IDPC algorithm and K-means algorithm was carried out using following four common data sets: (A) Spirals data set [31] : 2 clusters with 543 data points; (B) Flame data set [32] : 2 clusters with 240 data points; (C) Compound data set [33] : 4 clusters and 399 data points; (D) Aggregation data set [33] : 7 clusters of different shapes and 788 data points.
FIGURE 7.
Clustering results of four test cases. Figure 7 shows the clustering results of four test cases. It can be observed that IDPC can determine the cluster number and cluster centers autonomously, and effectively cluster the original data. K-means algorithm cannot implement correct clustering on these four general data sets, even if the correct number of cluster clusters is specified in advance, just as shown in Figure 7 A-D. 4 .
Following the suggestion proposed in [33] , clustering effect was evaluated by Specificity index, Rand index and Sensitivity index.
Rand index: The proportion of correct clustering; Specificity index: The proportion that different categories of elements are clustered accurately Sensitivity index: The proportion of the same category of elements are cluster accurately .
Rand index
where: for a dataset D = {x 1 , x n , · · · , x n }, it is assumed that the clustering division given by the clustering result is C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C k }, while the clustering division given by the reference model is C * = {C * 1 , C * 2 , · · · , C * s }.Let λ and λ * represent cluster tag vectors corresponding to C and C * , respectively. Considering the samples in pair, we can define:
For each evaluation index, the closer of the evaluation index to 1, the better clustering performance. Table 4 shows the clustering indexes on four datasets. It can be seen that in all datasets, the three performance indicators of IDPC algorithm are generally higher than K-means algorithm, showing a better clustering effect. Most importantly, the IDPC can determine the cluster number and cluster centers autonomously without user's involvement.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an extreme learning machine based improved layered ensemble architecture(EILEA). First of all, EILEA employs ELM as the individual learners, greatly improving the speed of prediction by taking advantage of its fast learning speed. At the same time, we propose an inflection point estimation based density peak clustering algorithm(IDPC) to substitute the K-means algorithm used by LEA. IDPC can automatically determine the number of clusters and avoid the problem that LEA needs to set the K value by users. To evaluate how well EILEA performs on different TSF problems, extensive experiments have been carried out in this paper. The experimental results confirm that the new model not only improves the automation level of the architecture but also improves the prediction accuracy and time efficiency. However, this paper does not consider the optimization of the number of hidden layer nodes in the base learners. It is reasonable to believe that the performance of the model could be further improved by introducing an optimization algorithm. 
